Introduction

32
Since the 2007 publication of the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium's landmark genome-wide 33 association (GWA) study of seven common diseases using 14,000 cases and 3,000 common controls, GWA 34 studies have grown dramatically in scope. Much attention has been given to the increasing number 35 of individuals sampled in GWA studies (198 studies to date have analyzed over 100,000 individuals, 36 data accessed at https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/docs/file-downloads on Jan. 5 2019), as well as to the 37 challenges of interpreting and validating the statistically associated variants identified in large-scale 38 studies (for recent examples, see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] ). However, as "mega-biobank" datasets (used here as 39
by Huffman [5] to mean "a study with phenotype and genotype data on >100,000 individuals. . . rather 40 than to the physical sample repository") such as the UK Biobank [8] and BioVU at Vanderbilt University 41 [9, 10] are interrogated by medical and population geneticists, there is comparatively less discussion 42 surrounding approaches to analyze multiple phenotypes in a single genomic study.
43
In particular, a fundamental question mega-biobanks can answer is whether shared genetic architec-44 ture among multiple phenotypes is detectable using summaries of germline genetic variation. Pickrell 45 et al. 2016 [11] explicitly tested for pleiotropy among 42 complex traits, focusing on identifying colo- 46 calized variants in GWA studies for pairs of traits (see also [12] , which tests for colocalization between 47 eQTLs and associated variants for the same trait). While phenome-wide association studies (PheWAS; 48 [13, 14] ) and multivariate GWA studies have tested for statistical association between variants and 49 multiple phenotypes [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] , these studies, including [11, 12] share the central challenge of 50 single-phenotype GWA studies: they focus on single variants assumed to act independently, making 51 results difficult to interpret biologically for any complex traits.
52
As large-scale GWA studies find statistically associated variants spread uniformly throughout the 53 genome [2, 3, 20] and that effect sizes have reached diminishing returns [7] , gene-level association tests 54 [21, 22, 23] can offer insight into gene sets and pathways that are enriched for mutations in cases 55 for a phenotype of interest. Gene-level association tests not only allow for different mutations to be 56 associated with the phenotype of interest in different cases, but also generate biologically interpretable 57 hypotheses regarding genetic interactions that the GWA framework ignores [24] . Despite this, gene-level 58 association tests have rarely been brought to bear on multivariate GWA datasets. One approach was 59 developed by Chang and Keinan (disPCA, [25] ), who applied principal components analysis to a matrix 60 of gene-level association scores to detect clusters of phenotypes in two dimensions. However, their 61 dimensionality reduction of the gene score matrix ignored minor axes of variation across gene scores for 62 is a single cluster containing all N data points [37, 38, 33] .
150
Using an objective function approach, at each stage in an agglomerative clustering algorithm the pair 151 of clusters that minimizes the merging cost are combined to form a single cluster. For Ward hierarchical 152 clustering, the merging cost for combining clusters R and S of size N R and N S respectively, is defined 153
where C R and C L are the centroids of clusters R and L, respectively, and · 2 denotes the Euclidean 155
norm. Note, this merging cost is equivalent to minimizing the increased sum of squared errors [37, 38, 33] . 156 The choice to use Ward as the linkage criteria for WINGS was not arbitrary. Ward hierarchical clus-157
tering focuses on minimizing differences within the clusters, rather than maximizing pairwise distances 158 between clusters. Previous work on comparing different agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms 159
suggests that Ward clustering performs the best when clustering high dimensional, noisy data as long as 160 cluster sizes are assumed to be approximately equal [39, 40] . We also note that we applied other linkage 161 criteria to the data for comparison (see Supplement Section 5.3 and Supplement Figures S10-S15 for 162 more details).
163
Hierarchical clustering results are often represented in a dendrogram, where each branch corresponds 164 to a cluster, but it is not clear how to extract the clusters that are most significant [33, 31, 32] . Intuitively, 165 significant clusters are those that form early on in the hierarchical clustering algorithm and do not merge 166 with other clusters until there are very few clusters left. This corresponds to clusters that form near the 167 bottom of the representative dendrogram tree and have long branch lengths.
168
To quantitatively define the notion of significantly long branch length we look at the consecutive 169 differences between branch lengths and search for large gaps in the branch length distributions. That 170 is, in the second step of WINGS we implement the following branch length thresholding algorithm to 171 identify significant phenotype clusters within a dendrogram: members, but the user can adjust this threshold); 174 2. Calculate the consecutive differences between branch lengths to get the branch length gaps; 175 3. Identify branch length gaps that are more than three scaled median absolute deviations away from 176 the median and classify these as branch length gap outliers; 177 4. Set the branch length threshold to be the minimum branch length such that the branch length is greater than the median of all branch lengths and its branch length gap is a branch length gap 179 outlier. If this threshold does not exist, we conclude that there are no significant clusters.
180
Finally, significant clusters are identified as the clusters whose corresponding dendrogram branch 181 length is greater than or equal to the branch length threshold defined above.
182
Note that the branch length thresholding algorithm in WINGS is a multi-step process for identifying 183 significant clusters in a dendrogram that does not require prior knowledge of the number of desirable 184 clusters and is more flexible than the traditional fixed branch cut methods [32] . Previous work in [31] 185 similarly introduces a dynamic method for identifying clusters from a dendrogram tree. In contrast to 186 the iterative tree-cut algorithms presented in [31] , however, WINGS relies solely on the dendrogram 187 branch lengths and does not rely on making any tree cuts.
188
WINGS was implemented in MATLAB (R2017b) and applied to both simulated gene score matrices 
206
This distinction is illustrated in the synthetic example shown in Figure 1 . As shown in Figure 1 whereas traits with shared significant genetic architecture (shown in orange) reside as a large, and 209 therefore non-significant, group in the bottom left hand corner of the plot. In contrast, in Figure 1 (B), 210 groups of shared significant genetic architecture form clusters on the − log 10 scale since this transfor-211 mation maps the small region of significant p-values (gene-level p < 0.001) to the much larger region of 212 (3, ∞).
213
We now outline how we created simulated shared significant genetic architectures. 
Performance on simulated data
263
In Table 1 , we report power as the percentage of ground truth simulated clusters that WINGS correctly 264 labels as significant across the 1,000 simulations, for a fixed number of phenotypes in analysis and 265 percent shared significantly mutated genes ("shared genetic architecture"). We define shared genetic and are within the five most significant clusters identified in that simulations. SKAT are shown in Table S2 and Table S3 , respectively.
280
One sample output of WINGS applied to a standard simulation is presented in Figure 2 . On the Table 2 : WINGS power and precision when applied to "non-significant architecture" simulations (see Methods, section 2.4); these simulations had 75 phenotypes and 75% (131 genes) shared genetic architecture.
-log 10 scale, the thresholded hierarchical clustering algorithm within WINGS identifies the ground truth 282
clusters as the top five most significant clusters, whereas the clusters identified using raw gene-level 283
p-values do not include the ground truth clusters. These results suggest that WINGS applied to -log 10 -284 transformed gene-level association statistics captures groups of phenotypes that have a high percentage 285 of shared significant genes, but these ground truth clusters are not captured by the raw gene-level 286
p-values.
287
Using the protocol described in section 2.4, we applied WINGS to 1,000 non-significant architecture 288
simulations to test its sensitivity to shared non-significant genetic architecture and analyzed the results. 289 We find that WINGS is also robust to detecting shared levels of non-significant architecture using raw 290
PEGASUS gene-level p-values (Table 2 ).
291
One sample output of WINGS applied to a non-significant architecture simulation with four ground 292 truth clusters is presented in Figure 3 . On the raw scale, the thresholded hierarchical clustering algorithm 293
identifies the ground truth clusters as the top four most significant clusters, whereas the algorithm fails to 294 identify the ground truth clusters when applied to the matrix of -log 10 transformed PEGASUS gene-level 295 Table S1 . We then applied WINGS to the resulting 87 306 phenotype by 17,651 gene matrix. In this expanded set of phenotypes, WINGS identifies 10 significant 307 clusters, some of which contain smaller subclusters of phenotypes that are also significantly clustered. Seronegative rheumatoid arthritis (M06). For an exhaustive list of significant sub-clusters see Table 3 .
311
The ten significant clusters as well as their phenotypes are shown in the WINGS dendrogram in Figure 4 312 with the corresponding sorted branch length plots presented Figure S1 . We find that the case number of 313 a phenotype is not significantly correlated with that phenotype being in a significant cluster (Kendall's 314 τ , p-value < 0.2625). As expected, we found that whether a phenotype was in a significant cluster or 315 not is significantly correlated with the number of significant gene scores (Kendall's τ , p-value < 0.0002) 316 when testing correlation between case number and number of significant PEGASUS gene scores after
317
Bonferroni correction for 17,651 autosomal genes.
In addition to only including genes and their +/-50kb regions as features, we also computed PEGA-319 SUS scores for intergenic regions and observe that the topology of the tree is highly similar (dissimilarity 320 index from [44] between Figure 4 and Figure S16 is Z = 0). We believe a more rigorous definition of 321 intergenic regions may lead to a more informed tree. for genes that play a role in networks associated with Type I Diabetes mellitus, allograft rejection, and 329 graft-versus-host disease. M19  H40  H25  M13  J34  K50  Z880  K58  K30  F32  F41  F31  D68  M81   I50   G47  K25  G40  N28  I42  F10  M65  G43  R00  I95  R35  Z886  M41  H35  F20  N41   M89  M62   L93  K922  K86  Z887  H54  Z885  Z882 Listed are the ICD10 codes and common names of each phenotype that belongs to a significant cluster, grouped by cluster. clusters ( Figures S1, S6 ).
348
Given concerns over whether GWA data contain signals of genetic architecture, we note that our 349 simulations indicate that WINGS is sensitive to both shared significant genes (that is, genes enriched 350
for trait-associated mutations) and shared non-significant genes (genes depleted for trait-associated 351 mutations) (Figures 1-3 ; Tables 1,2 letter prefix are considered related in their etiology.
357
Clustering of high-dimensional features will always be relative to the input data. In this case, an 358
analysis of a subset of the phenotypes studied in the UK Biobank (Figures 4 and S8 hypothesis. WINGS could also be extended to test for differential genetic architecture among ancestries 400
[52], a fundamental question to which mega-biobanks can offer unique insight in the coming years.
401 Table 3 : Comparison of raw and -log 10 significant phenotypes in the analysis of 87 case-control phenotypes. Clusters appearing on the same row have at least two common phenotypes in their intersection. I20, I25  I20, I25  I20, I21, I25  I20, I21, I25  E78, I10  E11, E78, I10  E11, E78  E11, E66, E78, I10, J45  E11, E78, I20, I21, I25  K51, K573  I83, K51, K573  E11, E66, E78, I10, I20, I21, I25, J45 E11, E78, I20, I21, I25, I83, K51, K573  Immunology2 Cluster  E10, M06  G35, M05, M07  M05, M06  E10, G35, M05, M06, M07  E10, G35, J45 M05, M06, M07  E03, E10, G35, intuitive to read, demonstrate a clear ranking of clusters, and identify the subset of highly significant 578 clusters.
Cluster Classification
579
The branch length outputs outputs applied to the -log 10 transformed PEGASUS gene scores from 87 Table S1 for common disease names, as well as the 595 shared significant genes in a cluster). On both scales, the clusters identified from WINGS applied to 596 these 26 phenotypes in the UK Biobank are similar to the clusters identified from WINGS applied to 597 87 case-control phenotypes in the UK Biobank (see Table 3 and Figure 4 in the main text).
598
The dendrogram corresponding to clusters from the 26 phenotypes from the UK Biobank is presented 599 in Figure S7 . Figure S8 displays the dendrogram output of WINGS applied to the -log 10 -transformed 600 PEGASUS gene scores for these 26 binary chronic illness phenotypes in the UK Biobank. The dendro-
601
gram displays the hierarchical nature of the immunological cluster (orange branches in Figure S8 ), and it demonstrates the proximity of the [G30, F01] cluster to other phenotypes.
603
WINGS applied to 87 continuous and 7 binary phenotypes in the UK Biobank 604 Figure S9 displays results from simultaneously applying WINGS to 7 continuous and and 87 binary 605
phenotypes. The binary traits and continuous traits cluster separately with the exception of nucleated 606 red blood cells (NRB). We note that the NRB phenotype is only partially continuous in that there is a 607 continuous spectrum of nucleated red blood cells for unhealthy individuals, but all healthy individuals 608
will have a zero value. Thus, it is not surprising that NRB trait does not belong to a significant cluster. 609
Ignoring the NRB trait, the cluster of continuous phenotypes (represented in yellow on the far left 610 of the dendrogram in Figure S9) we analyzed from the UK Biobank in Section 5 (see [33] for more information on single linkage, aver-622 age linkage, and complete linkage clustering). Here, we used the same branch thresholding algorithm 623 described in Section 2.3 with each linkage criterion to identify significant clusters. For reference, the 624
Ward-based WINGS results are presented in Figures S6-S8 .
625
We observe that the significant clusters remain robust with respect to the linkage criterion when 626 using raw PEGASUS gene-level p-values. When applied to -log 10 -transformed PEGASUS gene scores, 627
however, the clusters appear to be more sensitive to the choice of linkage criterion. Future studies will 628 be dedicated to fully understanding the differences between the clusters identified by WINGS, single 629 linkage clustering, average linkage clustering, and complete linkage clustering on the -log 10 scale.
630
The dendrograms and sorted branch length plots for these results are demonstrated in Figures S10-631 S15. Table S3 : WINGS performance on simulated data generated using the empirical distribution of SKAT [43] sum gene scores for Crohn's disease (11,518 genes). Power (A) and precision (B) of WINGS across a range of phenotypes included as well as shared genetic architecture. "Shared genetic architecture" denotes the percentage of the 175 significant genes in each phenotype that are shared across all phenotypes in a cluster. Every entry in the table represent 1,000 simulations under the corresponding parameters. Power and precision are defined explicitly in Table 1. I21 I20 I25   G35 E10 M06 M05 M07  I83 K51 K573  E83 K900 L40  E11 E78 I83 K51 K573 I21 I20 I25  K621 K635  K900 L40  E03 J45 G35 E10 M06 M05 M07  I20 I25  F01 G30  J44 I70 J43  K51 K573  E10 M06  G35 M05 M07  M17 E66 M16  D64 N39 D50 D86 E16  E11 E78 I21 I20 I25  E11 E78  J45 G35 E10 M06 M05 M07  K74 K76  I12 N18  D50 D86 E16  I70 J43  N39 D50 D86 E16  J34 M13  K21 N40  D64 N39 K621 K635 D50 D86 E16  I50 I12 N18  M05 M07  K30 K58  F32 K30 K58 F31 F41  F31 F41  I95 R00  G40 K25  F32 F31 F41  G20 K26  F10 I42 N28 G40 K25  E66 M16  D86 E16  G47 N80  H25 H40  K82 G20 K26  L93 M89  M10 K21 N40  M41 Z886  Z885 D70 Z882  F10 I42 N28  H54 Z887  I42 N28  Z880 F32 K30 K58 F31 F41  R35 M41 Z886  D70 Z882  K86 H54 Z887 Z885 D70 Z882  K922 L93 M89  H54 Z887 Z885 D70 Z882  K50 Z880 F32 K30 K58 F31 F41 Identified Clusters AV  BQ  AB  AM  AP  BY  AK  BP  AY  BF  AL  AG  CD  CK  AZ  CF  BX  AU  BR  CV  BH  CJ  CQ  CT  AX  CZ  AF  CN  CR  CX  BZ  AI  BO  BW  AE  AQ  BC  BL  BV  AW  BS  CO  DG  CG  AO  BK  CS  BD  CE  BG  CL  BM  DF  BI  CH  CY  AT  BE  CI  AC  AR  AS  BN  DE  CM  AN  AH  BU  CU  AD  BJ  CP  BT Table S1 for the corresponding common disease names.
WINGS sensitivity to other gene level-association statistics
643
To showcase how WINGS can be used with any gene level association statistic we designed a similar set 644 of simulations as outlined in 2.4 for two additional methods PASCAL (sum) [23] , shown in Table S2 , 645 and SKAT [43] , shown in Table S3.   646 M07  L40  K50  K51  G35  K900  M05  M06  G30  Z887  F01  G43  Z882  Z880  Z885  Z886  L93  G20  F31  F20  D86  F33  J45  I25  E78  E11   50  55  60  65  70  75 WINGS dendrogram from 26 Phenotypes in the UK Biobank (raw scale) Figure S7 : WINGS dendrogram applied to raw PEGASUS scores for 26 binary chronic illness phenotypes from the UK Biobank. The dendrogram output of WINGS to the raw PEGASUS scores of the 26 binary chronic illness phenotypes from the UK Biobank data. The color coded branches correspond to significant clusters identified by WINGS. The corresponding sorted branch lengths are presented in Figure S6 (A) in the paper. Figure S8 : WINGS dendrogram applied to -log 10 transformed PEGASUS scores for 26 binary chronic illness phenotypes from the UK Biobank. The dendrogram output of WINGS to the -log 10 transformed PEGASUS scores of the 26 binary chronic illness phenotypes from the UK Biobank data. The color coded branches correspond to significant clusters identified by WINGS. The corresponding sorted branch lengths are presented in Figure S6 M07  L40  G30  Z887  F01  D86  F20  F31  Z885  Z886  L93  M05  M06  K900  G35  Z882  G20  K50  G43  K51  F33  Z880  J45  I25  E78  E11   50   52   54 56
A. Dendrogram
Single linkage hierarchical clustering outputs applied to 26 Phenotypes from the UK Biobank (raw scale)   M07 L40  I25 E78  M05 M06  E11 I25 E78   J45 E11 I25 E78   F20 D86 F01 G30 Z887   Z885 Z886   K900 M05 M06  G30 Z887   F01 G30 Z887   D86 F01 G30 Z887   F20 D86 F01 G30 Z887 M07 L40   F31 F20 D86 F01 G30 Z887 M07 M07   L40  G35  M05  M06  K900  K50  K51  G30  Z887  F01  Z885  Z886  L93  G20  F31  F20  D86  F33  G43  Z882  Z880  J45  I25  E78  E11 M07 L40  I25 E78   J45 E11 I25 E78  M05 M06  E11 I25 E78  G35 M07 L40  F20 D86   K50 K51 K900 G35 M05 M06 M07 L40   G20 F31  Z885 Z886   F01 G30 Z887  G43 Z882  K50 K51   G20 F31 Z885 Z886 F20 D86  L93 F01 G30 Z887  K900 M05 M06   F33 L93 F01 G30 Z887  Z885 Z886 F20 D86  Z880 G43 Z882   K900 G35 M05 M06 M07 L40   G30 Z887   Z880 F33 L93 G43 Z882 F01 G30 Complete linkage hierarchical clustering outputs applied to 26 phenotypes from the UK Biobank (raw scale)   M07  L40  G35  M05  M06  K900  K50  K51  G30  Z887  F01  L93  F33  G43  Z882  Z880  G20  F31  F20  D86  Z885  Z886  J45  I25  E78  E11  48   50 Single linkage hierarchical clustering outputs applied to 26 Phenotypes from the UK Biobank (-log 10  scale)   Z882  Z885  Z886  L93  Z887  F20  F33  F31  G30  F01  G43  G20  D86  K50  Z880  M05  M07  G35  M06  L40  K51  K900  J45  E11  I25  E78   90 Average linkage hierarchical clustering outputs applied to 26 Phenotypes from the UK Biobank (-log 10  scale)   Z882  Z885  L93  Z887  Z886  F20  F33  F31  G43  G30  F01  G20  D86  K50  Z880  E11  J45  M05  M07  G35  M06  L40  K51  K900  I25  E78   100 Complete linkage hierarchical clustering outputs applied to 26 phenotypes from the UK Biobank (-log 10  scale)   Z882  Z885  Z887  L93  Z886  F20  F33  F31  G43  G20  D86  K50  Z880  G30  F01  K51  I25  E78  E11  J45  M05  M07  G35  M06  L40 D70  Z882  Z885  H54  Z887  K86  K922  L93  M89  M62  N41  H35  F20  M41  Z886  R35  I95  R00   M65   G40  K25  I42  N28  G47  N80  G20 Figure S16 : WINGS dendrogram from 87 case-control phenotypes using both genes and intergenic regions as features. We analyzed a matrix of PEGASUS p-values on the -log 10 scale using both genes and intergenic regions as features. The topology of the tree is highly preserved compared to the dendrogram shown in Figure 4 .
